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RNA is of course a macromolecule that both carries information and mediates function. Indeed, this statement sort of defines the first two of what I consider to be three eras of RNA research. The Central Dogma more or less defines the first era, where the basic principles of molecular biology make RNA the messenger for how DNA talks to proteins. That said, even back then Crick and Orgel recognized that RNA could be much more, and as early as 1968 presciently foretold Tom Cech’s and Sydney Altman’s 1989 Nobel-worthy discovery that RNA could be a catalyst.

I believe that one of the major advances since then, due in large part to this journal, is the recognition that RNA is more than just a messenger and the odd, maybe-primitive-maybe-not catalyst. RNA has taken on so many different roles now that it is hard to see it as other than a conception in search of multiple new functions. Just as the field of epigenetics has caused the research community to take a new look at DNA as a semi-Lamarckian molecule, microRNAs and siRNAs have caused scientists to recognize that RNA is a regulatory paradigm. But if we focus only on those two discoveries (the mirror images of one another, natural process and technology intervention) we discount the arcane world of riboswitches that extend RNA interactions from sequences to metabolites. We also miss out on the fact that regulation of translation is probably only one of many different regulatory functions that RNAs can carry out (e.g., regulation of epigenetic modification, regulation of editing).

Undoubtedly the broad brush that I am using here will strike many as overly general. Great, RNA can do lots of things, and that’s a discovery? Well, yes, when you come from an earlier time when RNA was relegated to doing very few things, that is indeed a discovery. And it may be the appreciation of this change in mindset that is worth noting. When Crick and Orgel suggested that there might be many functions for RNA, their prognostications were in the realm of fantasy and were not realized for almost three decades. The discovery of ribozymes engendered in many ways a Renaissance for RNA, with new functions and features being discovered weekly (and often in the pages of RNA). But those discoveries were led by experimentation; once we were apprised that something might be “out there,” scientists went after the unknown frontier with vigor. They were not led grudgingly to the conclusion, as Cech was (and brilliantly so), but were always ready to believe that RNA might be one of the pieces of a larger puzzle.

As a conception, though, it’s not just what RNA has been discovered to do, but what it could do. If we were to design organisms from scratch, what would RNAs do? I sometimes point out that the discovery of allosterically regulated ribozymes actually preceded the discovery of riboswitches; our imaginations had already been made real by billions of years of evolution, we just didn’t know it yet. Similarly, there have been a few researchers, often discounted, who speculated that extracellular RNAs might be very useful as information-carrying regulators. On cue we later find that RNAs in exosomes can perhaps serve as vehicles for cell-to-cell communication. The fields of nucleic acid nanotechnology and synthetic biology are rife with technologists discovering ever more fantastic uses for RNA. It might be wise to attend to these fields in the next twenty years of RNA as heralds of what is possible in living systems, waiting to be discovered.
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